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About This Game

Inner silence - cheerful 2D platformer puzzle game, made in retro style.
We play for the usual boy who got lost and we have to help him get home.

You will to travel through the mysterious world overcoming various dangers.
The entire game is based on the special mechanics, where you have to change your gravity, using special buttons.

Features:
Lots of interesting and challenging levels

Different types of traps
Many mysteries and secrets.
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Title: Inner silence
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Indie Games Studio
Publisher:
Indie Games Studio
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2017
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This pack have all everything i need, thank you. If you like Bejeweled,

then just play it and don't waste your time with this. Updates too often and the updates are huge, it's annoying. Thankfully the
game isn't any good so the annoyance is only short lived.. Servers don't work DO NOT download. I highly recommend this game
to anyone that likes 3rd person shooters combined with anime style chibi characters. As for cost vs. gameplay time, you will
definitely get your moneys and more.

The gameplay is basic, there arent many things you have to memorize which i think is a great thing and wgich keeps the game
simple. The game has an "mmo feel" to it, but is not one. You are placed into a hub where you can accept quests, craft, and
purchase items. There is no story, you go to an NPC, grab a quest, do said quest, and earn rewards. And that is it, you can also
repeat quests on same or higher difficulties to earn gold.

Combat gameplay is fun, not the greatest, but is solid. Although it does feel a bit sluggish, possibly due to the 30fps lock(?), but
nonetheless still playable. Controller is recommended to play this game. Im a mouse and keyboard person, but the game feels
better for controller.

***The keyboard and mouse controls have been updated. It feels much more smoother now and there is no drag when aiming
with the mouse. I now suggest using the keyboard and mouse for playing instead of controller :) ***

Now for the good stuff, where I feel the game shines is its character customization. The crafting system is excellent. With the
materials you have gathered you can discover and make new outfits, head, body, and legs. Also, you can upgrade your weapons
and make them more powerful. Lastly you can earn things called badges which give you stats, as far as i can tell the stats are
random so there is much fun in trying to find the perfect one.

Downside which may be a turnoff for some is the "air" mechanic. Shooting/slashing and doging use up air, so think of it as
ammo and stamina combined. As you drain your air meter you either have to let it recharge by not shooting or dodging for a few
seconds or pick up air orbs. But there are badges which give you increased air and air recovery so this mechanic is a little less
frustrating.

Another turn off to some is that quests have a time limit, currently at 15 minutes. Now i hate time limits myself, the feeling of
being pushed is not fun, but in this game it is bearable...and doable. You do get a bit of time back by clearing monsters out in a
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given area. If it werent for the other good things this game offers this would have been a deal breaker for me, so do keep this in
mind.

***this has been updated, the devs have added about 10-15 minutes to all missions. The quests are much more bearable now for
solo play and hard mode solo play***

And last downside is there is no local co-op. Only one person can play at a computer, but is multiplayer capable by joining
online game rooms and joining up with others to complete quests.

Overall this game is excellent and one of a kind. If you have an interest in this game, dont hesitate to buy it, you wont regret it. I
hope my review is thorough and helps you decide if you want to buy the game or not :). I like this game very much, I just do not
recommend this particular Steam version which does not work! The game cannot even be launched under Win 8.1 64-bit, the
process just hangs and has to be killed manually.
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Very fun platformer/puzzler. About 40 levels with challenge, but not total frustration. Check out them demo for a good taste..
This is the next best thing in so-bad-it's-good-gaming.. Played ten minutes and already lost interest.. 3 is totally worth a few
hours of nostalgia.. Pretty good game play if a bit monotonous. Only pick it up when its on sale. This was a cutesy game. It was
very easy and very short. I took me about two hours. There was not really any puzzles. The enemy movements were easily
figured out. And the ending was lacking... like altogether lacking. There wasn't one. Only worth it for $.99.. I will not lie, this
game has potential ... but still needs better in a lot, I recommend even just to support the creator and see what it becomes!
Hey, creator ... a tip ... this game has the potential to become a strong title in Playstore
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